Fragment av en cirkel

suite

Pär Lindgren

Date ended in: 1991

Note:
Date de composition : 1989-1991
Comprend : Primitives at the edge ; Figurants and displayes shadows ; Extended perfection ; Circling peacocks ; The crossing wavescapes - Leonardo's whirlpools and Under the bridge ; Fishing after the flood ; Shrunked perfection ; Echoes at the other end

Variant of the title: Fragments of a circle (anglais)
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→ Fragments of a circle... [etc.]
Material description: 1 disque compact (1 h 11 min 50 s) : DDD
Compositeur: Pär Lindgren
Link: catalogue
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Grove music online (2011-07-19)
Fragments of a circle [Enregistrement sonore] / Pär Lindgren, comp. ; Swedish radio symphony orchestra ; Stockholm chamber orchestra ; Miklós Maros, dir. .. [et al.]. Phono Suecia PSCD 21

Variant of the title
Fragments of a circle (anglais)